
BY  SARAH  RAKESHAW  FROM  GOLDEN

HINDE  GOLDWORK

STITCH
A  RAINBOW  IN

SUPPORT  OF  THE
NHS

12x12 inch Sky Blue Silk Dupion (or larger)

12x12 inch Polyester Cotton Lining

2metres 3 Ply Twist Red/Copper/Light Gold/Grass Green/Peacock Blue/Purple/Pink

6x6inch White felt

4x3inch Leather Pearlised White

8inch Pearl Purl 2 Silver

Couching Thread, we used Translucent thread Red/Honey/Leaf Green/ Terracotta/

Sky 

Blue/Purple/Pink/White

11x11inch Frame

Needles Couching, Darning and Leather

Embroidery Scissors 

1. Trace your design onto tracing paper. Pin this onto your fabric and tack the

lines with a running stitch. This applies the design to the fabric.

 

3 Ply Twist

2. Take the red twist, cut a 60cm (24inch) piece off, fold in half and sew the

loop end down, 1cm inside the edge of the cloud, stitch over the loop and then

over the double thread. Couch along the length, your stitches should be 3 to

4mm apart. Ensure the curve is nicely sweeping as this is your base row and all

rows after follow the same curve.

 

3. The ends are plunged separately with a darning

needle.  

 

Once your ends are taken through to the back, oversew the

ends and cut off the excess thread.

4. Repeat this process with 2 more rows of red twist, Your

stitches should be brick stitch( the red lines are the

stitches). 

You will need the stagger the ends when you plunge them.

 

5. This process will be repeated with each colour and each

time you will sew on 3 double lines of each colour in the

following colour order: Copper/Light Gold/Grass

Green/Peacock Blue/Purple/Pink.

6. Now from the cloud template on the tracing , cut out 3  layers of felt using the

red lines, so there will be 3 different sizes. Start with the smaller size and place it

centrally in the cloud area.

7. Come up on the outside of the felt and stab stitch into the

felt. Stitch around the edge of the felt, your stitches should be

3mm apart.

8. Now place the 2nd layer over the top of the

first and over the loops of coloured twist and stitch down in the

same way and

then place the third layer on top of that.

9. Now from the cloud template cut out the leather using the

outer black line.Leather is stitched on in the same way as felt.

Stitch around the leather shape, ensure that this is covering the

loops you have sewn down, just inside the edge of the cloud area,

these will now be covered.

10. Now we want to give our cloud its silver lining. Take the

Pearl Purl at either end and pull/stretch it slightly, this loosens up

the gaps between the pearls. Lay the Pearl Purl on the edge of the

leather as it will be covering up the stitches already made into the

leather.

11. Couch over the Pearl Purl, come up on the edge of the leather and

try to go into the holes already made into the leather if you

can. On reaching the end of the Pearl Purl snip it off so that it

matches up with the beginning.

NOW YOUR RAINBOW AND CLOUD IS COMPLETE, YOU JUST NEED TO MOUNT AND FRAME IT.

WHAT YOU NEED

STEPS TO SEW

FELT

LEATHER

PEARL PERL


